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The Linton Cup 

Fighter qualifications: 
1. All fighters must have a minimum level 2 Assessment pass in the SSCA syllabus, or equivalent 

Required Armour: 
1. Gloves 
2. Fencing mask inc (back of head) and (reinforced bib) 
3. Cup/Box 
4. Ribs and clavicles (chest and shoulders) 
5. Elbows and knees 

Rules of Engagement: 

1. DEDUCTIVE SCORING 
A. Each fighter starts with a fixed number of Hit Points (HP) per round 
B. Starting HP = 4 
C. Each round ends when either fighters HP reaches 0, and the referee will call HALT 
D. A fighter’s score for each round is the total HP they have remaining 
E. A Pool match will consist of 3 or 5 rounds, and each fighters final score is the total number of 

HP they preserved across all matches in the pool 
F. The elimination stage will consist of 5 rounds per match 
G. The winner of a match is determined by the fighter with the highest final score 
H. If scores are tied, the winner is the fighter with most rounds won. 
I. In Elimination matches, if the scores are still tied, then a sudden death round will be fought, 

with each fighter starting with 2HP. 

2. SELF DECLARATION 
A. Any fighter that self declares at 0HP by theatrically conceding, will be awarded a +1 Damage 

Token that will be automatically applied to their next scoring cut in the tournament, if another 
scoring cut is delivered. 

B. Any fighter that self declares theatrically with the intention of securing a +1 Damage Token 
will be considered as having 0HP, regardless of any later clarification by arbitration or video 

C. A fighter can only hold a maximum of 1x Damage Token at any point in time 
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3. TARGET LOCATIONS 
A. HEAD = 3HP 
B. TORSO = 2HP 
C. LIMBS = 1HP 
D. Cuts to the hands (distal to the wrist) and feet (distal to the ankles) do not score (optional) 
E. If a hit location is debatable, the lowest of the scoring options will be applied 
F. If two locations are hit cleanly with a single cut, but not simultaneously, then only the first 

locations damage is deducted 
G. If two locations are hit cleanly with a single cut simultaneously, then the higher location 

damage is deducted 

4. PARRYING 
A. A Parry is either Early, Late or Debatable 
B. A Cut will only score if the Parry is 1. 
C. If the Parry is early or debatable, then the Cut will not score regardless of any contact with the 

Target 
D. Deliberate parrying with any part of the body is a Yellow Card 

5. FLOW: The Referee must not interrupt the fighters unless absolutely necessary, 
and may only call halt for: 

A. danger to fighters, officials or audience 
B. If either fighter reaches 0HP 
C. For disarms 
D. For out of bounds 
E. For timer reaching zero 
F. For fouls 
G. To establish the score in between assaults, in which case legal cuts in motion at the time of the 

halt are considered as valid 

6. EACH ROUND MAY HAVE A TIME LIMIT (optional) 
A. At the end of the prescribed time, the referee will call HALT 
B. The difference in HP will be awarded as the score of the fighter that has retained the higher 

amount of HP in that round 
C. The fighter with less HP will score 0 for that round 
D. If score is tied, both fighters score 0 
E. The timer runs during halts, unless the ref or fighters request a timeout. 
F. Each fighter gets one timeout per match 

7. SEMI CONTACT ONLY 
A. All cuts must be pulled, where a pulled cut does not deliver force deeper than the surface of 

the target 
B. Accidental excessive force is a Yellow Card 
C. Deliberate excessive force is a Black Card 

8. CUTS MUST HAVE CLEAR INTENT IN ORDER TO BE CONSIDERED 
VALID 

A. An arc is either Valid, Not Valid, or Debatable. 
B. The minimum intended arc of travel for a cut to be considered Valid for scoring is 90 degrees 
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C. The arc of cut is measured at its initiation, as observed at the moment of execution 
D. If the arc of cut is Not Valid or Debatable, no score will be awarded 
E. A general guidance for referees is that the point of the sabre must be behind the hilt, relative to 

the target, at the moment the cut begins 
F. Grazes are cuts that only touch with the point/tip of the weapon, not the blade, and they do not 

score 
G. Glancing Blows are cuts that arrive with a vector parallel or almost parallel to the surface of 

the target, and they do not score 

9. SIMULTANEOUS CUTS WILL BE SCORED NORMALLY, WITH BOTH 
FIGHTERS HP DEDUCTED ACCORDING TO HIT LOCATION 

A. The match ends immediately if either fighter drops to 0HP 
B. There is no priority 
C. Both cuts must be in motion before either cut lands, in order for the attacks to be simultaneous 
D. Both cuts must have clear intention and full arc of cut in order to be simultaneous 

10.DISARMS SCORE = 2HP 
A. The Referee will call HALT 
B. A disarm is only complete if the hilt or blade touches the ground 
C. A disarm that is caught before touching the ground does not incur a 2HP penalty, but the 

referee will still call halt  
D. A disarm that hits the ground after the referee calls halt will still incur the 2HP penalty 

11.THRUSTS ARE NOT PERMITTED, and will incur a penalty 
A. Accidental thrust is Yellow Card 
B. Deliberate thrust is Red Card 
C. Deliberate thrust with excessive force is Black Card and PermaBan 

12.UNARMED TECHNIQUES ARE NOT PERMITTED, and will incur a penalty, 
and this includes any deliberate use of body/hilt to body/hilt contact. 

A. Grabbing the opponents blade deliberately is a yellow card, unless for safety reasons 
B. Excessive blade on blade force is a warning 
C. Accidental unarmed contact is a yellow card 
D. Deliberate unarmed contact is a red card 
E. Deliberate unarmed contact with excessive force is a black card and ban 

13.OUT OF BOUNDS 
A. LOSE 2HP per FOOT or HAND, or part thereof 
B. ROUND LOSS for any other part of the body 
C. Any contact with the floor beyond the boundary of the arena is considered out of bounds 
D. Referee calls HALT. 

14.NO DISRESPECTING THE REFEREE 
A. Each fighter receives a single REVIEW token per match/round 
B. Each REVIEW token permits a fighter to request the referees view the slow motion replay in 

order to arbitrate a dispute 
C. If the fighters objection is upheld, they get their REVIEW token back, otherwise it is 

considered spent 
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D. The referee may request slow motion review whenever they feel it's necessary, but not at the 
expense of the audience 

E. Negative contestation of a referee’s decision is a Warning 

15.NO FOUL LANGUAGE OR ABUSIVE BEHAVIOUR 
A. Insult, taunts toward the opponent, the referees or the public = BLACK CARD 
B. Refusal to salute = BLACK CARD 
C. Refusal to shake hands at the end of a fight = BLACK CARD 

 

16.ALL OUTFITS AND SABRES MUST BE AUTHORISED FOR USE IN DUELS 
BY THE REFEREE 

___________________ 
 

Penalty protocols: 
1. Referees may offer Warnings as advisories for minor infringements, if a card is deemed excessive 
2. 1x Warning per Match 
3. 2x Warning = Yellow Card 
4. 1x Yellow Card per Match 
5. Yellow Card = -2HP 
6. 2x Yellow Card = Red Card 
7. 1x Red Card per Tournament 
8. Red Card = Match loss, score set to 0HP for all rounds 
9. 2x Red Card = Black Card 
10.Black Card = Disqualified from tournament 

Pool Protocols: 
1. The winner of a pool is determined by the highest total number of HPs left at the end of all matches in 

the pool. 
2. In the event of a tie-break, the fighter with the highest number of victories in the pool will be declared as 

the winner. 
3. If the scores are still tied, the fighter who has done the most damage in the pool will be declared winner 
4. If the scores are still tied, the fighters will enter into a one round match with 2HP. 

Elimination protocols: 
1. At the end of the match, the fighter with the most HP remaining is declared the winner. 
2. In the event of a tie-break, the fighter with the most rounds won will be declared the winner. 
3. If the scores are still tied, the fighters will enter into a one round match of 2HP each. 
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Sabre regulations: 
1. All blades must be constructed of polycarbonate  
2. Blade length is 61cm to 92cm 
3. Minimum depth of blade in emitter is 5cm 
4. Maximum width/diameter of emitter is 5cm 
5. Maximum total weapon length is 125cm 
6. Wall thickness of blades is 2.0mm 
7. Maximum width of any Tsuba is 12cm 
8. Maximum width of side blades fitted to any Crossguard is 25cm 
9. BULLET POINTS ARE PROHIBITED 
10.SHARP EDGES AND DANGEROUS PROTRUSIONS ARE PROHIBITED 
11.Sabres must have light, and must be ILLUMINATED FOR ALL MATCHES if possible 
12.If illumination is unavailable for one fighter, and no replacement sabre can be found, then both fighters 

must fight with blades unlit 
13.Sabres must be without sound or muted 

Arena and Referees: 
1. Arenas must be a square with sides 6-8 meters in length 
2. Fighters must begin in opposite corners with one foot touching the boundary line 
3. Arenas should have 1 Main Referee and 4 Assistant Referees for formal matches 
4. Each fighter will have two assistant referees watching for hits they receive, confirming valid arc, if the cut 

was parried, and where the target was struck 
5. The main referee is to arbitrate excessive hits and ensure fair play and safety, leaving score keeping to the 

assistants 
6. Slow motion cameras will be available for eliminations, but only if they can be accessed without 

compromising the audience experience 
7. All Main referees must have a minimum level 3 Assessment Pass in the SSCA syllabus, and must hold a 

valid first aid certificate 
8. All Assistant referees must hold a minimum level 2 Assessment pass in the SSCA syllabus 

Code of Conduct 

As a responsible participant you will: 
A. Treat others with the same respect and fairness that you would wish to receive. 
B. Ensure that your behaviour is appropriate and considerate at all times. 
C. Take great care to ensure you inform your instructor of any injuries, illness or disability that you have 

which may require special attention or adjusted methods of instruction. 
D. Uphold proper sporting values of fairness and safety in the practice, training and competing of LED 

Sabre in all its aspects. 
E. Act with dignity at all times. 
F. Take great care when handling and using weapons to ensure the safety of those around you and yourself. 
G. Do not be intimidatory, aggressive or lose control either verbally or physically. 
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H. Anticipate your own needs, be organised and on time for classes. 
I. Be appreciative, patient and respectful of all other participants. 
J. Aim to be co-operative and helpful. 
K. Do not respond if someone seeks private information unrelated to the training and practice. 
L. Notify the Instructor on your arrival and departure from training. 
M. Ensure that your dress is appropriate and suitable for the practice and training of LED Sabre. 
N. Speak out immediately if anything makes you uncomfortable or concerned about your or anyone else’s 

well being or safety. 
O. Ensure all membership fees are paid promptly or contact instructor/admin to arrange plan. 
P. Immediately inform your instructor of any injury that occurs during training. 
Q. If, for whatever means you cannot attend your scheduled training session, contact your instructor to 

inform them of your absence. 

As a responsible SSCA Instructor you will: 
A. Maintain professional indemnity 
B. Maintain public liability 
C. Maintain a level 2+ coaching qualification from the BCCMA 
D. Maintain an Enhanced DBS background check 
E. Maintain Safeguarding certification 
F. Maintain First Aid certification 
G. Respect the rights and dignity and worth of every participant and treat everyone equally regardless of 

background or ability. 
H. Place the welfare of the participants above the development of performance skills. 
I. Develop appropriate working relationships with the members based upon mutual trust and respect. 
J. Not exert undue influence to obtain personal benefit or reward. 
K. Encourage members to take full responsibility for their behaviour and performance. 
L. Avoid critical language or actions such as sarcasm, that may undermine a member's self esteem. 
M. Do not spend time alone with a young member unless clearly in view of others. 
N. Do not offer lifts or home visits to young members unless in the presence of acknowledged carer or 

parents. 
O. Never engage in sexually provocative banter or games or sexually suggestive language. 
P. Always seek consent before touching any member during instruction or establish a teaching practice that 

allows members to express an 'opt out' to any contact during such instruction. 
Q. Always ensure that parents or guardians are present when instructing young members.  
R. Adopt safe training regimes appropriate to age and ability. 
S. Always co-operate with other colleagues and professionals in the area of members health and well being. 
T. Actively promote positive aspects of the sport with respect to personal health and fitness. 
U. Strictly maintain an appropriate boundary between friendship and intimacy with members. 
V. Challenge inappropriate behaviour or language amongst members. 
W. Report any accident, injury, distress or misunderstanding or possible misinterpretation in writing to the 

Committee and notify a parent or guardian if a young member is involved. 
X. Keep accurate records of attendances and dates. 
Y. Keep accurate records of lessons with dates 
Z. Maintain appropriate Risk Assessments for venues and activities.
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